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The Theory of Evotion Exposition
The theory of work in thought evolution: Evotion Theory
The mind is reaction of matter generating heat outside the effect of gravity in the amphitheater of
the skull. Thought and feelings are vibrational beyond the nervous system of the anatomy of the body,
even possibly in the internal functions of a cell's respirations in the mitochondria and interactions of
stimuli. Stimulus is a effect of thought in body both before and after stimulus producing a cycle of feelings
in the communication of body. Therefore, if dreams are a product of thought and stimulus processing,
dreams are processes of stimulus in transpondence of the body and vibrational interactions between cells,
including the brain, signaling in cycles between the parterre, balcony, and auditorium as collective
conductors and the orchestra. The observational environmental particle vibrations stringing together an
interference of sonic frequencies in wavelengths consistently permeate the space of matter in
transitions between particles and waves. The particle wave transitional effect disproves the perception of
the duality of waves and particles due to the dimensional state of abilities in the spectrum of light.
The effectual particle is traveling on a projectile motion of sound due to gravity and heat counteracting the
ability of a particle to fall or extinguish from the density and tension of matter particle. The momentum of
sound in fluctuation is producing particles to be forced in multiple directions at once from sound bending
between frequency cycling as a state of ability and dimensional effect. Thus, producing the force of
particle matter at a density range to travel at slightly variating velocities of a small enough range to
calculate a constant speed between the density of particle matter and it compositional chemistry. Since
matter has a the potential of a compositional chemistry that is reflective and transparent, would produce
the possibility for a particles composition to enable the particle to travel from the force of the frequency
bends of light. Thus, proving the state of multi-dimensional matter, matter's compositional abilities in
space beyond gravity, heat, and time. The potential from the capacity of thought synapses, spinal and
cerebral fluid, and the brain's impulses to produce a range of frequency cycles as a dimensional field
effect encompassing two fields around the body that would amplify a particle force to carry matter at the
state of potential and force kinetic velocity with a environmental constant force of air, sound, heat, gravity,
and time. The conclusion of force in the environment and frequencies from the effectual fields of many
minds produce the potential forced movement of multi-dimensional matter to travel from one field to the
next as a method of communication in the mind.
The boundary of the body's state of liquid viscosity would produce an potential for MD particles to
slow in a transitional movement within the cycles of spiral frequency fields produced from the body's
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production of heat beyond gravity at the state of a liquid. In effect, the organs of the body, such as the
frontal horn of the insula, could potentially be a reception of particles in transitional states traveling in an
orbital cycle, the Meory Orbital. The function of the brain, and the fields of the mind, in the reception of MD
matter would potentially produce a contextual index in a time differential to the spectrum of light, a quaver
of sound, a ductere of heat, and effect beyond gravity. The measure of memory in a differential time-index
within multidimensional states would constitute a range of thought as Meory. Thought then emcompasses
the nerves system and the pheromonal production in many different hormonal glands in the brain and
body constituting memory to cooperatively context feelings in a measure of Co-moery. The experiences in
life and the neurophysiology patterning of brain cells in clusters that form behavior within the memories
produced from the measure of Co-meory, produce a cycle of memory in the duration of life which would
constitute a separate measure, O-meory. The ability to feel and logically remember what feelings were felt
at the time of thought and isolating the feelings in a a spectrum of several emotions, not a singular
emotions, from the evolution of memory in cycles produce an isolated thought measured as, E-meory of
evotions. Evotions being defined as a spectrum of feelings beyond just thought and the singular thought of
emotions producing a measure of spectral emotional thought, E-meory.
The ability to isolate a feeling of emotion in thought does not equate to a human being feeling a
singular emotion at any moment in time, but just a thought of an emotion of an evotion, a spectrum of
emotions concentrated into a singular moment in time. The body's complex systems of stimulus,
connections to organs, structure of movement, and circulatory system of cell production generate a
communication cycle of organs that transfer information to and from the brain in a system of
procommunciative organs. The brain and spinal cord is a very unique structure of nerves, bones, glands,
singular and a multiplex organs with porous membranes, and connections to all other systems of the
body's functions that work together in a direct connection at the cerebral cortex in a cyclical system of
cooperative communication, co-communication. This informational system is a code in the production of
genetic material and reproductive organs of DNA and RNA as well as the decomposition of matter within
the stomachs processes of RNA inscription would force a conclusion of environmental complexity in gene
expression. This conclusion reaches a point of DNA being produced in a chronological order beyond time
as a multi-indexed system of contextual planar dimensions in a non-linear and non-helix calculation in
geometric matrices of effectual dimensional states of abilities as a matter of mathematical sums
encompassing DNA transcription cycling the environmental metrics as an inclusion.
The inclusion of environmental ecology and physiology in decay and digestion in a process of
fission in warm climates of the ground and digestive anatomy as particles bond in cohesion, cause matter
to cycle code of DNA and RNA evolutionarily in cycles of Warm Fission to reach stability. The cycle of
warm fission particles throughout the habit of human beings, immune systems, organs reach within the
body reactions to toxins forming allergens. Then, the procommunicative organs in the body's evolutionary
cycle close the equation of adaptation within specific species with the environmental variables of the
cycle, Warm Fission, to prevent gene expression to succumb to the same toxic influence completing
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another evolutionary chain of inclusion in the Inter-species Evolution and Chronological DNA of adaptation
in gene expression of Chronometric Geo-calculus. The chromosome's division is not a simple expression
of viral transduction and is a fractual division of adaptation in environmentally contextual expressions as a
structure of a double-helix and if separated on a two dimensional format, a spirulitic pattern presents itself,
showing pivotal points of what is observed as a viral enzyme, fracually diverting the structure of a cell to
mutate. This mutation of a cell by what is considered viral, is nothing but a fractual chromosome adapting
the cell to a new formation of evolution, for better or worse. This observation can be seen across the
eco-systems in micro-organisms and macro-organisms outlining the environmental factors of Inter-species
Evolution of RNA transcription from the an evolutionary cycle of organisms, Floral Evolution. This
evolutionary cycles consist of a figure of survival within encoded information being transferred from
organisms to microfauna and macrofauna beyond the perceptual barriers of fitting in linear cycles of
theory built in the past that do not contextually meet in the paths of evolution of the present information,
which equites life is communication. The act of changing facts to fit the theories of men in the past is a
scientific abomination of the standards of education and progress from mistakes of perceptions and the
fear of slandering professionals within families in the present context. The facts of present do not add up
to facts in the theories of the past and plastering words together, create the facade of the theoretical
foundation education and academics was built, is producing a fictional fact of men as gods in theory.
Life encompasses my different variations of sex in history in the context of theory, and the
application of the observation of light in matters of life that don't exist in the spectrum of light is
Vitamorphism, by defining terms being ethically wrong in life because it appears to be dark in value. The
application of the dimensional spectrum of light to the reason of value in a margin as decisions, the ethics
of life, does not occupy the spectrum of light and the context of right and wrong appears in time, not light.
The widely confused application of dimensional spaces, dark matter, and technology in history began in
the 1800's and it took two hundred years for humans to understand the proximinilization of space and the
fields of energy between space and light, as a dimensional, effectual particles in transition. The
dimensionals between measurements in fields are the effect of the states of ability and matter. The matter
of fact is a dimensional of context, the observation in light appearing dark, the reason ethics evolve in
contextual time. Facts are contextual to the timeframe that exist in space and humanity's existence in life,
with energy. The observation of chemistry, the reaction of compositional matter, in abilities of states is not
contextual to the observation of the energy existence. The reaction of energy in fields and the movement
of particles between these fields and applying consciousness to the fields of life is not observable in
technology, although because life exists in fields of energy and between these fields of consciousness,
the deduction of the energy existence effects consciousness not vice versa, the observation of duality in
life and energy. This deduction is the process in two fields of mind that exist in the state of frequency from
the field of brain and body, the mind and Xtra-conscious mind, The Xtra-consciousness of the mind is the
processing of information of variables from the the field of the energy in the spinal cord and brain
coexisting in the environment beyond the body and the processing in the brain between the field
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of the brain, the mind. The reason that two fields exist in the body and beyond the body is the boundary of
capacity in the cerebral and spinal fluid of the brain and spine. The energy existence between these two
fields of consciousness are the brain's ability of transpondence and the particle-wave transitional effect,
between many states of matter defining abilities. The dimensional effect between fields that are not
understood as a proximinal effect to the observer can be perceived as consciousness and is the duality of
good and evil. The ethics of observation and vitamorphism in time without context and consciousness not
being a chemical reaction.
In life, the communication through multi-dimensional matter is observable in the state of abilities in
matter composition due to reaction of chemicals, or energy mimicking the essential freedom of
compositional components, the exchange in the energy existence between the fields of the body, mind,
and environment. This mimical reaction in evolution is a Fractual Chromosome, observed as an enzyme,
a chromosome that can seat itself in the DNA code at a pivot point to deviate the structure in a new
revolution. The Fractual Chromosome is proof of that multidimensional matter is in the same planar
existence in dimensional space, just happening before the perception of the Evolutionary Chain
of Inclusion. DNA is structured for the purpose of evolutionary inclusion and the decomposition of the
fractal DNA formation to cycle in life at multiple state of abilities in many lifeforms through digestion,
excretion, soil enrichment, and nutrient absorption. The immune system is an procommunicative system
for Fractal DNA to evolve species to a inclusion of the DNA structure of offspring and to begin again, the
cycle of effectual particle transcription in RNA, the Onemore Cycle. If a virus is a Fractual Chromosome,
who is the virus? The Viral Figuration's Forsight?
The observation of a fractual piece of information has the potential of evolution due to the mimical
effect of energy in existence, are the fields of exchange, an infinite effectual field funneling exchange, in
transitional movement of a fractual code transforming the impossibility of observation into a closure of
energy evolution in the fields's ability of formation to figurate a Fractal Root, The Equatom. The Equatom
is a fractal root of multiple fractals in transition at each boundary and pivotal points, to form a closure of
transformation to a root. The Fractal Root, a evolutionary code of life, The Equatom of Resijation. The
existence of information is not enough unless it is communicated in context to enclose the origin of the
root, otherwise a viral pivot is formed in thought, the decomposition of creativity. This movement in
multi-time frames has transitioned life in the ERA of Proximinilizational Understanding, EPU, the time that
the boundary of intellectuality is a decompositional factor of humanity and communication.
The EPU in context to time, will Multidimensional Matter have a inclusion in a reaction mimicking a fractual
root, a structure of improbability, to exist in a state of ability to a omiexistance not conscious of the work in
communication?
The Omiexistent Object's acknowledgment of the environmental reactionary exchange, The fossil's love in
time, is the Omiexistant Object's voice of MD matter, a power of a fractual root, seeking the closure of
motion in time to grow has a
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fractal seed. Is the absence of space, the observation of mind in mediation, a fossil's love in time
communicating the existence of Vital Communication Particles?
The object öle
The object's question of work?
The particle's impulse to seed?
The body's dream, and the density singularity.
Will thought exist, if dreaming is an addiction and a person miminalizes functional life to sleep without
dreaming?
Will a zygote form, if the menstrual cycle is a voluntary thought and thought is a technological
dependency?
Will memory evolve, if memory is an addiction at birth and addiction is a voluntary choice in a zygote?
Can a zygote and sperm dream, if technology eliminates memory in DNA?
Therefore, will reproductive organs develop a cellular network for memory for the purpose to communicate
memory immunity cycles beyond the DNA code. The body of dreams to process thought and feelings to
prevent the brain to acknowledge thought in order for the brain to communicate through energy
transcribition with the environment to know pain before the environment impacts
the body from processing evotions. The body's nervous system is a function of time indexing the past
reactions for future interactions with lifeforms and matter by the existence of MD matter moving in space,
time, dreams, and a
dimensional state of objective perception, profection. The ability to profect would prove the existence of a
space for time to elapse infinity, a multi-dimensional cycle as a space, state, and an ability. The Onemore
Cycle of Calculons is not limited to a simple observational expansion and contraction of matter and
consists of a mathematical combination beyond academy's current scope of understanding. The fact of
education has reached a limit in the observation of behavior and will never observe the interconnection of
the evolutionary chain of inclusion through the current methods of isolating variables that do not include
geometric calculus with respect to humanity and the living rights of life in all forms. The educational
system of observation can be structured differently involving children to enjoy educational structure as
means of contextually gathering information by means of play in the local habits of environmental
bioregions within simple observational referencing systems of context in technological devices. This
freedom in the pre-school to middle school structures would allow children to learn the basic
knowledge of math, science, language, and ethical values of association to where physiology and ecology
play vital roles in life. Life is not a repetional cycle, it is evolutionary. The evotion of thought and the
spectrum of emotions in a singular timeframe.
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Originally written 2005-2006
Oct 3, 2018 12:12pm EST
The observation of deduction and the energy to understand the dimensional fields in life beyond
the currents laws of physics as reached the point in life to change facts in all timeframes and not in
context, thus producing the oblivion of the original observer in the energy existence. The lack of
acknowledgement in the time that observation happened and the spread of ideas from the original
observer in the energy existence will delete the original in all timeframes, Thank you and maybe hello. The
relativity of measure.
Context of Revisions
David Yelle Oct. 4th, 12:21pm - 6th 5:29pm, 2018 EST

Copyrighted August 18, 2018 David Yelle (2:53 pm EST)
In dedication to other people who also contributed to this idea and its conception in minds throughout
history, culture, and people on earth. The span of 32 years in development to reach this idea in full within
my mind and work.
All documented records are not drug induced.
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